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Origins of Origins of ToBIToBI

ToBIToBI (Tones and break indices system for (Tones and break indices system for 
prosodic transcription)prosodic transcription)
Devised by multiDevised by multi--disciplinary team in the disciplinary team in the 
U.S.A. in 1992U.S.A. in 1992--presentpresent
Based on Based on intonationalintonational model of American model of American 
English developed by Janet English developed by Janet PierrehumbertPierrehumbert
(1980)(1980)
AutosegmentalAutosegmental--metrical model of metrical model of 
intonation (Ladd, 1996)intonation (Ladd, 1996)

Motivation for EMotivation for E--ToBIToBI

Originally devised to provide a common Originally devised to provide a common 
standard for prosodic annotation of speech standard for prosodic annotation of speech 
databases in U.S.A., United Kingdom (standard databases in U.S.A., United Kingdom (standard 
Southern British English), and AustraliaSouthern British English), and Australia
Not Not an IPA transcription system an IPA transcription system –– each variety each variety 
requires a separate requires a separate ToBIToBI system, although some system, although some 
varieties can be transcribed using the same varieties can be transcribed using the same 
annotation criteria  (e.g. Australian English, annotation criteria  (e.g. Australian English, 
General American English)General American English)



Goals of halfGoals of half--coursecourse

FlavourFlavour of  Eof  E--ToBIToBI annotation annotation ––
particularly tone annotationparticularly tone annotation
Reading F0 tracks and performing skilled Reading F0 tracks and performing skilled 
auditory analysisauditory analysis
Brief summary of underlying prosodic Brief summary of underlying prosodic 
modelmodel
Description of Tone tierDescription of Tone tier
Brief overview of Breaks tierBrief overview of Breaks tier

Materials used in this HalfMaterials used in this Half--coursecourse

ToBIToBI training materials (Beckman and training materials (Beckman and 
colleagues) colleagues) http://www.ling.http://www.ling.ohioohio--state.state.eduedu/~/~tobitobi
ANDOSL (Australian National of Spoken ANDOSL (Australian National of Spoken 
Language) map task corpus Language) map task corpus 
http://http://andoslandosl..anuanu..eduedu.au/.au/andoslandosl//
IViEIViE ((IntonationalIntonational variation in English) corpus variation in English) corpus 
((GrabeGrabe and colleagues,and colleagues,
http://www.http://www.phonphon.ox.ac..ox.ac.ukuk/~/~estheresther//ivywebivyweb//
EMU Speech Database System EMU Speech Database System 
http://http://emuemu..sourceforgesourceforge.net/.net/

Why intonation transcription is Why intonation transcription is 
hard!hard!

Same utterance Same utterance –– several melodiesseveral melodies
Same basic melody Same basic melody –– variation in  phonetic variation in  phonetic 
realization due to different speakers’ pitch realization due to different speakers’ pitch 
range (e.g. male versus female), fast speech, range (e.g. male versus female), fast speech, 
or compressed pitch range (making F0 or compressed pitch range (making F0 
interpretation difficult)interpretation difficult)
Melodies play a role in determining the Melodies play a role in determining the 
expressive force of an utterance expressive force of an utterance –– multiple multiple 
meanings meanings 
Dialectal variationDialectal variation

What does a What does a ToBIToBI annotation annotation 
include?include?

Good ears!Good ears!
Acoustic waveformAcoustic waveform
F0 contourF0 contour
Label tiers Label tiers 

-- tone tiertone tier
-- orthographic tierorthographic tier
-- a break index tiera break index tier
-- a miscellaneous tiera miscellaneous tier



An example of a An example of a ToBIToBI transcriptiontranscription
Annotation tiers

The F0 signalThe F0 signal

F0 Hz

Gaps are generally due 
to voiceless segments, 
(in the absence of a 
silent pause) reflecting 
the lack of vocal fold 
vibration

“and just do a     big         loop        right        around”

Time (ms)

F0 (pitch) shows smoother 
peaks when segment is a 
sonorant, falls sharply after a 
voiceless consonant

Interpreting an F0 contourInterpreting an F0 contour
Listeners  factor out segmental perturbations from Listeners  factor out segmental perturbations from 
“meaningful” “meaningful” intonationalintonational targets that are locally aligned targets that are locally aligned 
to different structural elements of the textto different structural elements of the text
Other perturbations, or “gaps” in the F0 signal can be Other perturbations, or “gaps” in the F0 signal can be 
due to “creaky” voice quality due to “creaky” voice quality –– compare these two compare these two 
utterances.utterances.

creak

Two major aspects of the Two major aspects of the ToBIToBI
systemsystem

Tonal tier Tonal tier –– the intonation or melody of an the intonation or melody of an 
utterance is decomposed into component utterance is decomposed into component 
underlying H (high) and L (low) pitch underlying H (high) and L (low) pitch 
targets targets –– signaling two broad functions: signaling two broad functions: 
phrasing and accentuationphrasing and accentuation
Break Index tier Break Index tier –– the utterance is the utterance is 
analysedanalysed in terms of its prosodic in terms of its prosodic 
constituency from the level of the word to constituency from the level of the word to 
the  the  intonationalintonational phrasephrase



4 key components to 4 key components to intonationalintonational
model underlying model underlying ToBIToBI

Stress and accentuationStress and accentuation

PhrasingPhrasing

Tune or melodyTune or melody

Pitch rangePitch range

AccentuationAccentuation
stress  stress  -- rhythmic properties of the word rhythmic properties of the word –– the primary the primary 
stress is the potential location of an stress is the potential location of an intonationalintonational
prominenceprominence –– pitch accentpitch accent
accentuation accentuation –– property of a word in context property of a word in context –– a word is a word is 
given a given a pitch accentpitch accent to highlight it in the discourse to highlight it in the discourse –– we we 
hear the word as accented, mainly due to the pitch hear the word as accented, mainly due to the pitch 
accent associated with this word accent associated with this word –– it may be realized as it may be realized as 
a relatively “high” pitch target, or a relatively “low” pitch a relatively “high” pitch target, or a relatively “low” pitch 
target in the speaker’s pitch range.  target in the speaker’s pitch range.  
In addition, the primary stressed syllable of the accented In addition, the primary stressed syllable of the accented 
word will be longer, and sound louder than surrounding word will be longer, and sound louder than surrounding 
syllables. The vowel of the accented syllable may  also syllables. The vowel of the accented syllable may  also 
have a more peripheral acoustic target. The entire have a more peripheral acoustic target. The entire 
rhythmic foot may also be longer.rhythmic foot may also be longer.

Spot the pitch accentsSpot the pitch accents
“what’s    annoying is      that   you don’t have this river on your map”

What words get accented?What words get accented?

“Can you see the “Can you see the galahgalah openopen--cut mine?”cut mine?”
“(No) I’ve got a “(No) I’ve got a dingodingo openopen--cut mine”.cut mine”.



Narrow versus broad focusNarrow versus broad focus
“New” information in the discourse tends “New” information in the discourse tends 
to get accented (e.g. pitch accents on to get accented (e.g. pitch accents on 
galahgalah, dingo , dingo –– sometimes referred to as a sometimes referred to as a 
“focal” accent)“focal” accent)
When there is “broad” focus, English When there is “broad” focus, English 
tends to accent the first and last content tends to accent the first and last content 
words of an words of an intonationalintonational constituent.constituent.
Listen to the following examples.Listen to the following examples.

“Marianna made the marmalade.”

Broad focus – “Flat hat tune”    Narrow focus - Rise-fall tune (“I assert this”)

3 examples showing different placement of 3 examples showing different placement of 
focal accent (from focal accent (from VendittiVenditti, 2002), 2002)

1.1.
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LEGUMES are a good source of vitamins

The rise-fall tune (= “I assert this”) shifts locations.

Placement of focal accent later….Placement of focal accent later….

2.2.
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Legumes are a GOOD source of vitamins

The rise-fall tune (= “I assert this”) shifts locations.



Placement of focal accentPlacement of focal accent
on final content wordon final content word

3.3.

legumes are a good source of VITAMINS50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

The rise-fall tune (= “I assert this”) shifts locations.

Levels of accentuation and the Levels of accentuation and the 
prosodic hierarchyprosodic hierarchy

Nuclear AccentNuclear Accent xx
AccentAccent xx
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Primary stress    Primary stress    x          x               xx          x               x
Heavy SyllablesHeavy Syllables xx x          x       x      xx          x       x      x
SyllablesSyllables x     x   x   x   x     x x    x      xx     x   x   x   x     x x    x      x

“I’ve got a dingo    open“I’ve got a dingo    open--cut    mine”  cut    mine”  

There are several levels of prominence, with rhythmic alternatioThere are several levels of prominence, with rhythmic alternation of n of 
strong/weak syllables, and higher levels of prominence signaled strong/weak syllables, and higher levels of prominence signaled 
by pitch accents. Note the additional prominence of the nuclear by pitch accents. Note the additional prominence of the nuclear 
accent that is associated with prosodic phrasing.accent that is associated with prosodic phrasing.

Exercise 1: Which words are accented?Exercise 1: Which words are accented?
1. 2.

3. 4.

Answers Answers –– accented words are in bold accented words are in bold 
italicsitalics

1.1. You headYou head southsouth againagain..
2.2. Amongst Amongst her her friendsfriends, she was considered , she was considered 

beautifulbeautiful..
3.3. So So youryour gravestonesgravestones, is my , is my canoescanoes..
4.4. LegumesLegumes are a good source of vitamins, and are a good source of vitamins, and 

soso are are greensgreens. . 



Phrasing in EPhrasing in E--ToBIToBI
The prosodic model underlying EThe prosodic model underlying E--ToBIToBI marks marks 
two levels of prosodic phrasing two levels of prosodic phrasing –– first level of first level of 
phrasing is the  phrasing is the  intermediate  phraseintermediate  phrase --
associated with a second pitch event called  a associated with a second pitch event called  a 
phrase tonephrase tone
Words are grouped into intermediate phrases. Words are grouped into intermediate phrases. 
The The last last accented word in an intermediate accented word in an intermediate 
phrase carries the phrase carries the nuclear accentnuclear accent (called the (called the 
tonictonic in other models of English intonation). in other models of English intonation). 
Nuclear accent represents the highest level of Nuclear accent represents the highest level of 
intonationalintonational prominence. The “focal” accent is prominence. The “focal” accent is 
usually the nuclear accent.usually the nuclear accent.

IntonationalIntonational PhrasesPhrases

The highest level of The highest level of intonationalintonational
constituency in Econstituency in E--ToBIToBI is the is the intonationalintonational
phrase.  It is associated with the third pitch phrase.  It is associated with the third pitch 
event event –– the the boundary toneboundary tone..

Intonational Phrase

Intermediate Phrase

WordI’ve gotta dingo open-cut mine

How many intermediate and How many intermediate and 
intonationalintonational phrases?phrases?

The western        side    of the pine    tree        okay

How do we group words into How do we group words into 
intermediate phrases?intermediate phrases?

PhrasePhrase--final lengthening final lengthening –– elongation of final elongation of final 
syllable, foot or word at the edge of an syllable, foot or word at the edge of an 
intermediate phrase, relative to preceding or intermediate phrase, relative to preceding or 
following speech materialfollowing speech material
Some kind of tonal marking  at the end or just Some kind of tonal marking  at the end or just 

before the end of an intermediate phrasebefore the end of an intermediate phrase
In addition, there In addition, there may may be  and upwards “pitch be  and upwards “pitch 
reset” and associated with the following word, reset” and associated with the following word, 
suggesting the start of a new phrase. Pitch suggesting the start of a new phrase. Pitch 
range is always rerange is always re--set for each new intermediate set for each new intermediate 
prhaseprhase..
Intermediate phrases MUST have a nuclear Intermediate phrases MUST have a nuclear 
accent.accent.



One representationOne representation

The western The western sideside of the of the pinepine--treetree?     ?     OkOk..

Intermediate phrase intermediate phrase    intermediate phrase

Intonational phrase intonational phrase

Nuclear accented words

A classic A classic ToBIToBI-- training exampletraining example
a) [(I means insert)]  b)  [(I) (means insert)] a) [(I means insert)]  b)  [(I) (means insert)] 

Prosodic representationProsodic representation
a)a) b)b)

“I” means    insert

Intonational

Intermediate

word “I”    means   insert

Exercise 2: Which words are nuclear accented? Exercise 2: Which words are nuclear accented? 
How many intermediate and How many intermediate and intonationalintonational phrases?phrases?

1. 2.

3. 4.



Answers Answers –– nuclear accented words are the nuclear accented words are the 
final accented words in intermediate phrasesfinal accented words in intermediate phrases

1.1. [(You head[(You head south)(south)( againagain.)].)]
2.2. [([(AmongstAmongst her her friendsfriends)])] [(she was considered [(she was considered 

beautifulbeautiful.)].)]
3.3. [(So [(So youryour gravestones)gravestones), (is my , (is my canoescanoes.)] .)] 

(ambiguous phrasing)(ambiguous phrasing)
4.4. [(Legumes[(Legumes are a good source of vitamins)]are a good source of vitamins)]
[( and so are [( and so are greensgreens.)] .)] 

You can have more than one intermediate You can have more than one intermediate 
phrases in an phrases in an intonationalintonational phrase. An utterance phrase. An utterance 
can consist of more than one can consist of more than one intonationalintonational
phrase.phrase.

How can we tell the level of phrasing: i.e. How can we tell the level of phrasing: i.e. 
intonationalintonational or intermediate?or intermediate?

Cues to Cues to intonationalintonational phrase boundaries:phrase boundaries:
Same as for intermediate phrases, but more Same as for intermediate phrases, but more 

marked. marked. 
Also:Also:

“final lowering” i.e. a final extra low F0 value at “final lowering” i.e. a final extra low F0 value at 
the right edge of an the right edge of an intonationalintonational phrase. phrase. 
silent pause at the right edge of the silent pause at the right edge of the intonationalintonational
phrasephrase
presence of “presence of “glottalizationglottalization” of vowel” of vowel--onset words onset words 
at the left edge of at the left edge of intonationalintonational phrases, which is phrases, which is 
not permitted at the onset of intermediate not permitted at the onset of intermediate 
phrases.phrases.

TUNETUNE

the characteristic melody of an utterancethe characteristic melody of an utterance
A tune is broken down into component low A tune is broken down into component low 
(L) or high (H) tone targets(L) or high (H) tone targets
Radically different annotation of tune from Radically different annotation of tune from 
the British School of Intonation models the British School of Intonation models 
(e.g. (e.g. HallidayHalliday, O’Connor and Arnold; , O’Connor and Arnold; 
Crystal)Crystal)

The anatomy of a tuneThe anatomy of a tune
-- 3 tone events3 tone events

Pitch accents: high or low tones (e.g. H*, L+H*, Pitch accents: high or low tones (e.g. H*, L+H*, 
L*, L*+H) L*, L*+H) –– the tone with a * diacritic is locally the tone with a * diacritic is locally 
aligned with primary stressed syllable of aligned with primary stressed syllable of 
accented word (pitch accent inventory is SAME accented word (pitch accent inventory is SAME 
in nuclear and prein nuclear and pre--nuclear contexts)nuclear contexts)
Phrase tones: LPhrase tones: L-- HH-- -- describes pitch between describes pitch between 
nuclear accented syllable and intermediate nuclear accented syllable and intermediate 
phrase edge; phrase edge; 
Boundary tones: L% H%  Boundary tones: L% H%  -- locally aligned with locally aligned with 
right edge of right edge of intonationalintonational phrasephrase



The The ToBIToBI Tone tier inventoryTone tier inventory
(simplified from (simplified from PierrehumbertPierrehumbert, 1980), 1980)

L%L%
H%H%

Boundary Boundary 
tonestones

!H!HLL--
HH--

Phrase Phrase 
tones, or tones, or 
phrase phrase 
“accents”“accents”

!H*!H*
L+!H*L+!H*
L*+!HL*+!H
H+!H*H+!H*

H*H*
L*L*
L+H*L+H*
L*+HL*+H

Pitch accentsPitch accents

Some Common Tunes in Some Common Tunes in AuEAuE

Declarative hat pattern with  final fall  Declarative hat pattern with  final fall  
(H*)  H* L(H*)  H* L--L%L%

Continuation rise or fallContinuation rise or fall--rise (H*) H* Lrise (H*) H* L--H%H%
RiseRise--fall (“I assert this”) L+H* Lfall (“I assert this”) L+H* L--L%L%
RiseRise--fallfall--rise (emphatic)  L*+H Lrise (emphatic)  L*+H L--H%H%
YesYes--No question (H*) H* HNo question (H*) H* H--H%H%
High Rising Terminal (statement high rise) High Rising Terminal (statement high rise) 
(H*) L* H(H*) L* H--H% or  (L*) H* HH% or  (L*) H* H--H%)H%)

H* and L* Pitch AccentsH* and L* Pitch Accents
H* (High) and L* (Low) pitch accents  H* (High) and L* (Low) pitch accents  -- relative to  the relative to  the 
pitch range for each intermediate/pitch range for each intermediate/intonationalintonational phrasephrase

H*H*
-- F0 peak within, or slightly after accented syllable F0 peak within, or slightly after accented syllable 

(particularly if syllable coda is a sonorant)(particularly if syllable coda is a sonorant)
-- Tone target in the midTone target in the mid--upper part of the speaker’s pitch upper part of the speaker’s pitch 

rangerange
-- Realized even higher in expanded pitch rangeRealized even higher in expanded pitch range
L*L*
-- Valley or low sustained F0 target in the relatively low part Valley or low sustained F0 target in the relatively low part 

of the speaker’s rangeof the speaker’s range
-- Even lower in expanded pitch rangeEven lower in expanded pitch range

H* Accents H* Accents –– American EnglishAmerican English

Marianna made the marmalade.

H* H*



The “Flat Hat” pattern The “Flat Hat” pattern –– Australian Australian 
EnglishEnglish

And                     I          go in        there

H* H*

L* pitch accent (part of High Rising L* pitch accent (part of High Rising 
Terminal)Terminal)

…..    And go south

L* L* L*

BitonalBitonal AccentsAccents

L+H*   The H* tone target is preceded by a L+H*   The H* tone target is preceded by a 
rise from a low part of the speaker’s range rise from a low part of the speaker’s range 
–– sounds like a “rising” accentsounds like a “rising” accent
L*+H  A more “emphatic” accent, where a L*+H  A more “emphatic” accent, where a 
L* tone target is followed by a rise to the L* tone target is followed by a rise to the 
mid to upper pitch range mid to upper pitch range –– sounds like a sounds like a 
“scooped” accent.  This accent is relatively “scooped” accent.  This accent is relatively 
rare compared to H* or L+H* accents.rare compared to H* or L+H* accents.

L+H* pitch accents in L+H* pitch accents in AuEAuE

So  your gravestones,  is  my          canoes”.

L+H* L+!H* L+H*



L*+H in  L*+H in  AuEAuE (“emphatic” rise(“emphatic” rise--fall)fall)

(By those directions I don’t think I’ll)  

end up     anywhere
L*+H

L*+H versus L+H* L*+H versus L+H* -- a question of * a question of * 
tone alignment  (1)tone alignment  (1)

BUT…note differences in pitch range!

Only      a millionaire Only   a    millionaire

L*+H L+H*

L*+H versus L+H* (2)L*+H versus L+H* (2)

lovely ..Bloomingdales.                      lovely...Bloomingdales.

L*+H        L*+!H*                                   L+H*      L+!H*

Alignment differences can cue Alignment differences can cue 
“assertion” vs. “suggestion” in General “assertion” vs. “suggestion” in General 
American English (from American English (from VendittiVenditti, 2002), 2002)

A: I’d like to fly to Davenport, Iowa on TWA.A: I’d like to fly to Davenport, Iowa on TWA.
B: TWA doesn’t fly there ..B: TWA doesn’t fly there ..

* tone* tone * tone* tone
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they   fly    to   Des   Moines 50
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300

350

400

they  fly   to   Des   Moines

L+H*    L-L% L*+H            L-H%

BUT….. Note differences in boundary tones!



Exercise 3. H* , L+H*?Exercise 3. H* , L+H*?
1. 3.

2.
“cross”

“Amongst ...  friends ... beautiful”          “really…………………….day”

“underneath                    what”

4.

1.1. The cross is already there.
H*

2. 2. Amongst her friends, she was considered beautiful.
L+H*             H* H*

3. 3. underneath what?
H* H* 



4. 4. A  A  reallyreally rewardingrewarding dayday..
L+H*L+H* H*H* DownstepDownstep

“Phonologically triggered compression of the “Phonologically triggered compression of the 
pitch range that lowers the F0 targets for any pitch range that lowers the F0 targets for any 
(subsequent) H tones” ( (Beckman and Ayers, (subsequent) H tones” ( (Beckman and Ayers, 
1994:section 2.8)1994:section 2.8)
The tone target has a somewhat lower pitch than The tone target has a somewhat lower pitch than 
the preceding “trigger” tone, or tone combination the preceding “trigger” tone, or tone combination 
–– this is indicated by a “!” on the this is indicated by a “!” on the downsteppeddownstepped H H 
tonetone
Pitch accents can be Pitch accents can be downsteppeddownstepped

e.g. !H* L+!H* L*+!H  H+!H*  e.g. !H* L+!H* L*+!H  H+!H*  
Phrase tones can be Phrase tones can be downstepped downstepped 

e.g. !He.g. !H-- !H!H--L% !HL% !H--H%H%

DownstepDownstep cont.cont.

In the original In the original PierrehumbertPierrehumbert model (on which model (on which 
ToBIToBI was based) was based) –– the the downsteppeddownstepped pitch pitch 
accent or boundary tone was not explicitly accent or boundary tone was not explicitly 
marked.marked.
Trigger tones were always Trigger tones were always bitonalbitonal accents, accents, 

e.g. L+H* L*+H, plus accents not included in e.g. L+H* L*+H, plus accents not included in ToBIToBI, , 
e.g. H*+L (this accent is “recoverable” from a H*  e.g. H*+L (this accent is “recoverable” from a H*  
!H* sequence, i.e. H*+L has been collapsed into !H* sequence, i.e. H*+L has been collapsed into 
the H* category)the H* category)

Example 1. Your Example 1. Your word word is your is your wordword
L+H*      !H*L+H*      !H*



Example 2Example 2 The cross is already there.
H*    !H*

Example 3. There are Example 3. There are manymany intermediateintermediate levelslevels..
L+H*    L+!H*           H*L+H*    L+!H*           H*

Example 4.  Australian EnglishExample 4.  Australian English
So  your gravestones,  is  my          canoes”.

L+H* L+!H* L+H*

Example 5.  A “Example 5.  A “catathesiscatathesis” chain ” chain –– sequence sequence 
of of downsteppeddownstepped L+H* accentsL+H* accents

Over the   top of the millionaire’s castle

L+H* L+!H* L+!H* L+!H*



Another Another downsteppeddownstepped accentaccent
H+!H*H+!H*

A clear step down from preceding high pitched A clear step down from preceding high pitched 
unaccented material which is not associated with unaccented material which is not associated with 
an initial pitch accent.  The tone label  should be an initial pitch accent.  The tone label  should be 
aligned locally with the aligned locally with the downsteppeddownstepped pitch accent.pitch accent.

Example:   H+!H*Example:   H+!H*

No’ve gotta            dingo open-cut mine

H+ !H*



E-TOBI- Part 2

Janet Fletcher
University of Melbourne

Phrase tones and Boundary tonesPhrase tones and Boundary tones

Phrase tones    LPhrase tones    L-- HH-- !H!H--
Influences the pitch after the nuclear accent and Influences the pitch after the nuclear accent and 
the right edge of the intermediate phrasethe right edge of the intermediate phrase
HH-- phrase tone is a trigger for “phrase tone is a trigger for “upstepupstep”, raising ”, raising 
the level of the % boundary tonethe level of the % boundary tone
Boundary tones H%   L%   are locally aligned Boundary tones H%   L%   are locally aligned 
with the right edge of an with the right edge of an intonationalintonational phrasephrase
Phrase tones combine with boundary tones Phrase tones combine with boundary tones 
define define intonationalintonational phrase edgesphrase edges

Phrase tone/Boundary tone Phrase tone/Boundary tone 
combinationscombinations

LL--L%L%
-- Perceived as falling pitchPerceived as falling pitch
-- Often, standard declarative sentenceOften, standard declarative sentence
-- F0 contour usually falls sharplyF0 contour usually falls sharply

LL--H%H%
-- Perceived as rising pitch, usually to midPerceived as rising pitch, usually to mid--level or level or 

higherhigher
-- often indicates continuationoften indicates continuation
-- F0 rises usually to mid level or beyond,  from a F0 rises usually to mid level or beyond,  from a 

relatively low point in F0 contourrelatively low point in F0 contour

Phrase tone/Boundary tones cont.Phrase tone/Boundary tones cont.

HH--H% / !HH% / !H--H%H%
-- Perceived as rising pitch, usually into the highest Perceived as rising pitch, usually into the highest 

part of a speaker’s pitch rangepart of a speaker’s pitch range
-- Often associated with yes/no questions or Often associated with yes/no questions or 

statement high rises statement high rises 
-- F0 rises to a high level in the speaker’s rangeF0 rises to a high level in the speaker’s range

HH--L% / !HL% / !H--L%L%
-- Perceived as level pitchPerceived as level pitch
-- Common as a “listing” intonation or Common as a “listing” intonation or 

“enumerations”“enumerations”
-- F0 contour usually sustained at midF0 contour usually sustained at mid--pitch rangepitch range



Phrase tones:  long Phrase tones:  long vsvs short tailsshort tails

(No I’ve (No I’ve gottagotta DINGO open cut mine).DINGO open cut mine).

LL-- phrase tone accounts for long low stretch phrase tone accounts for long low stretch 
after nuclear accent after nuclear accent –– a long low tail a long low tail –– reaching reaching 
back from intermediate phrase edgeback from intermediate phrase edge

H+!H*

L-

HH-- Phrase tone accounts for sustained Phrase tone accounts for sustained 
high pitch level after nuclear accenthigh pitch level after nuclear accent

A “long high tail”A “long high tail”

Does MANITOWIC have a bowling alley?Does MANITOWIC have a bowling alley?

H-

L*

Short tails: Short tails: intonationalintonational phrase phrase 
internal & internal & vs  vs  HH--H% combinationH% combination

you head       south again

L* H- L* H-H%



LL-- tones internal to tones internal to IntonationalIntonational
phrases  phrases  vsvs LL--L% configurationL% configuration

That’s      right at     the          traffic light

L+H*    L- H*                    L-L%

LL-- as part of Las part of L--L% combinationL% combination

That’s      right at     the    traffic light
H*    L- L%                         H*                    L-L%

LL-- vsvs LL--L% (with final lowering)L% (with final lowering)

So  your gravestones,  is  my          canoes”.

L+H* L+!H* L- L+H*   L-L%

HH-- and !Hand !H-- as triggers of “as triggers of “upstepupstep””

Does Does ManitowicManitowic have a bowling alleyhave a bowling alley

HH-- upstepsupsteps following boundary tone following boundary tone 
(H%) (H%) –– i.e. H% is realized as a higher i.e. H% is realized as a higher 
F0 targetF0 target

H%H-

L*



HH--L% or  !HL% or  !H--L% (controversial!)L% (controversial!)

It’s got oregano ‘n   marjoram ‘n   fresh     basil

H* H- H* H- H* H-L%

HH-- upstepsupsteps following L% tonefollowing L% tone

‘n  some fresh basil

H*    H-L%

!H!H--L%L%
After a After a bitonalbitonal accent (L+H*)  or underlying H*+L accent (L+H*)  or underlying H*+L ––
the !H will RAISE the following L% tone the !H will RAISE the following L% tone –– realisedrealised
as midas mid--levellevel

….. You’re        now heading                       east

L+H* !H* !H-L%

More rises:  L* LMore rises:  L* L--H% H% vs  vs  L* HL* H--H%H%
ToBIToBI allows the annotation of several kinds of final allows the annotation of several kinds of final 
rises e.g.   low rise & lowrises e.g.   low rise & low--onset high rise (HRT)onset high rise (HRT)

if you start and go south

L* L-H% L* L*   L*   H-H%



H* HH* H--H% (yes/no question)H% (yes/no question)

Have you       got loose                            rubble?

H* H*     H-H%

Another yes/no questionAnother yes/no question

Have you gotta                 saloon bar there?

H* H* H* H-H%

FallFall--rise tunes rise tunes -- H*/ !H* LH*/ !H* L--H%  H%  
(continuation)(continuation)

Coming around When you get to that  big bend

H* !H* L-H% H* !H* !H* L-H%

RiseRise--fallfall--rise tunesrise tunes
L+H* LL+H* L--H% (“suggestion”)H% (“suggestion”)

Now    from       there. Eileen’s pro-English
L+H* L-H% L+H* L-H%



Exercise 4 Exercise 4 –– label the following label the following 
tunestunes

1. 2.

You need a loan.

ExamplesExamples-- AuEAuE

A rolling stone One going      to  the     left…

3. 4.

5.  5.  

But that  only       leaves me a quarter of the way      there.

6.6.

Where       on the  page is your ghost-town?



Suggested transcriptions Suggested transcriptions 
1.1.

You need a loan.
H* H* L-L%

2.2.

You need a loan.
L* L+H* L-L%

3.3.

A rolling stone

A rolling stone
H* L-L%

4.4.

One going to  the     left…

H*                        !H* L*   H-H%



5.5.

But that only       leaves me a quarter of the way there.

L+H*               !H*      !H-L%        L+H*              !H*       L-L%

6.6.

Aaah       Where on the page is your ghost-town?

L+H* !H*                              !H*   L-L%

%H boundary tune (part of “surprise%H boundary tune (part of “surprise--
redundancy” tuneredundancy” tune

Phrase that begins relatively high, in absence of Phrase that begins relatively high, in absence of 
H* accent or H+!H* accentH* accent or H+!H* accent

Bananas aren’t poisonous

%H          L*                                    L*           L-H%                         

Pitch Range HiF0Pitch Range HiF0
Models like Models like ToBIToBI assume that pitch range assume that pitch range 
is “reset” for each intermediate phrase is “reset” for each intermediate phrase 
HiF0 HiF0 –– additional label associated with one additional label associated with one 
of the H* or L*+H accentsof the H* or L*+H accents
NOT attached to phrase labels (due to NOT attached to phrase labels (due to 
potential effects of potential effects of upstepupstep (e.g. H% is (e.g. H% is 
assumed to be assumed to be upsteppedupstepped by preceding Hby preceding H--
etc.)etc.)
Other ways of indicating pitch range: H L Other ways of indicating pitch range: H L 
tone targets; “final lowering” (extra tone targets; “final lowering” (extra 
lowering at end of a Llowering at end of a L--L% boundary, L% boundary, 
usually marking turn completion); usually marking turn completion); upstepupstep
and and downstepdownstep rulesrules



What’s special about Australian What’s special about Australian 
English?English?

Rising variety: frequency of statement high Rising variety: frequency of statement high 
rises (L* Hrises (L* H--H%, H* HH%, H* H--H%;rising (L+H*) H%;rising (L+H*) 
accents)accents)
May be two kinds of fallMay be two kinds of fall--riserise

Caveat Caveat –– H*+L redundant accent category, H*+L redundant accent category, 
but is that a problem?but is that a problem?

(L)+H* L-H% H*+L H-H%

Break IndicesBreak Indices

0   phonetic indication of 0   phonetic indication of cliticclitic groups e.g. groups e.g. 
““gottagotta” “” “didjadidja” etc ” etc 

1 most intermediate or 1 most intermediate or intonationalintonational phrasephrase--
medial word boundariesmedial word boundaries

2 strong disjuncture with pause, but no tonal 2 strong disjuncture with pause, but no tonal 
target marking the edge of phrase,  ortarget marking the edge of phrase,  or
Weak disjuncture but no clear tonal Weak disjuncture but no clear tonal 
marking at intermediate or marking at intermediate or intonationalintonational
phrase boundariesphrase boundaries

Break Indices cont.Break Indices cont.

3. Intermediate phrase boundary (marked by 3. Intermediate phrase boundary (marked by 
phrase tone that influences region from phrase tone that influences region from 
the last pitch accent (i.e. nuclear accent) the last pitch accent (i.e. nuclear accent) 
to the boundaryto the boundary

4. Full 4. Full intonationalintonational phrase boundary phrase boundary –– final final 
boundary toneboundary tone

Break Indices Break Indices –– focus on levels of focus on levels of 
JUNCTURE in the speech streamJUNCTURE in the speech stream

Most ambiguities: 3 Most ambiguities: 3 vsvs 44

Just    come     down       go    down   in a   south south-west direction

1         1          4             1        3           0   1           1                       4



An ambiguous exampleAn ambiguous example

the western  side   of the       pine-tree                        okay

1          1         3- 1    1                       4                            4

0 0 vsvs 11

no’ve       gotta       dingo               open-cut           mine

0               0           1                          1           4

Useful diacritics with Break IndicesUseful diacritics with Break Indices

Uncertainty  3Uncertainty  3-- 44--
Disfluencies  Disfluencies  e.g. prolonged hesitation or e.g. prolonged hesitation or 
hesitation pause hesitation pause -- 1p 3p 4p  1p 3p 4p  
There will always be interThere will always be inter--transcriber transcriber 
disagreement! disagreement! 

ConclusionsConclusions

Intonation is hard, especially in connected Intonation is hard, especially in connected 
speechspeech
Disagreement  is normalDisagreement  is normal
Consistency is the keyConsistency is the key
ToBIToBI is flexible!  Categories can (should!) is flexible!  Categories can (should!) 
be modified, added, depending on the be modified, added, depending on the 
English variety, OR languageEnglish variety, OR language
ToBIToBI tone transcription can be translated tone transcription can be translated 
into British School of Intonation categoriesinto British School of Intonation categories
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